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Focus on the Role of Board Chair
■

By Melissa Burek and Michael Keebaugh

For many years, common practice in U.S. public
companies has been to combine the roles of chief
executive officer (“CEO”) and chairman of the
board (“COB”), typically assigning the COB title and
responsibilities to the sitting CEO. More recently, due to
increased focus on governance and risk management,
companies frequently separate the two roles. In some
cases, companies will transition outgoing CEOs to
the COB role. The duties of a separate COB can vary
a great deal between companies, and expectations
for the role as well as time served in the role will
impact compensation. This review focuses primarily
on the transition from CEO to COB and highlights
compensation practices and factors influencing pay.
PREVALENCE OF COB ROLE
Based on a review of companies ranging from $1 billion
to $20 billion in revenue, we found that approximately
10% of companies operate with an Executive Chair and
45% have a Non-Executive Chair. Among the 10% with
an Executive Chair, approximately one-half are founders
(or have significant ownership in the company, i.e.,
more than 15% of shares outstanding), and the majority
were former CEOs. This fact pattern is a very rational
and effective progression, providing a smooth transition
and advantages to the new CEO, shareholders, and the
company’s overall operating efficiency. In the case of
Non-Executive chairs, it is more common for the role to
be filled from outside the company or by a member of
the board of directors.

their time commitment, but continue on as COB for
many years so they can oversee the results of the
company and weigh in on the company’s performance
and strategy. Alternatively, the board may ask an exiting
CEO to stay on for a year to help with the transition to
a new CEO and provide continuity to the organization. It
may be that an exiting CEO stays on to oversee a major

While difficult to generalize, there are certain duties
that may be a part of any separate COB role such
as executive coaching and mentoring, succession
planning, and long-term strategy development.

initiative that needs dedicated oversight. The role could
evolve as a result of a spin-off from an existing public
entity. While difficult to generalize, there are certain
duties that may be a part of any separate COB role
such as executive coaching and mentoring, succession
planning, and long-term strategy development. The COB
is most often an advisory role, with no oversight of daily
operations. These responsibilities dictate the planned
timing of the role itself, be it short or long-term service
in the position.

The need for and role of a separate COB evolves
for different reasons. The responsibilities and time
commitment of this role can vary greatly by company.
Many founders step out of the CEO role to reduce
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OVERALL PAY LEVELS AND PAY PRACTICES FOR
CHAIRMAN ROLE

yy Executive COBs most often participate in the
company’s bonus program, using the same corporate
performance metrics that apply to the CEO.
Individualized metrics are rarely used.

Pay Levels
While there is variation in pay practices that we
discuss below, our research shows that the following
pay practices, expressed as a relationship between
compensation of the Executive COB and CEO roles.
Pay Summary Stats
SCENARIO (AT MEDIAN)

BASE

BONUS

LTI

TDC

~100%

~100%

~40%

~50%

95 - 105%

85 - 95%

55 – 65%

65 – 75%

~85%

~25%

~60

CEO TRANSITION TO CHAIRMAN
Chair Role Pay as a Percentage of Pay while Serving as CEO
Chair Role Pay as a % of New CEO Pay

CHAIRMAN THAT IS FOUNDER/SIGNIFICANT SHAREHOLDER
Chair Role Pay as a % Current CEO Pay

The background of the incumbent assuming the COB
role may create some variations to pay levels and
practices. For example, Executive Chairs that are
founders/significant owners of their company make
about 35% more, at median, than non-founder Executive
COBs.
Pay Practices
We frequently see the following pay practices:
yy Since many COBs have transitioned from the CEO
role and have accumulated a large equity stake, or
are founders with significant equity ownership, equity
compensation tends to account for a smaller portion
of the compensation package when compared to
current CEOs.
yy More companies grant stock options or restricted
stock with time-based vesting, instead of granting
long-term performance-based compensation.
We believe time-based vesting is appropriate
because the Executive COB role is often more
advisory in nature, rather than contributing to
operational decisions that impact long-term financial
performance. There may also be uncertainty
associated with the length of the role.

~90%

TRANSITION OF AN ACTIVE CEO TO AN EXECUTIVE
COB ROLE
When a successful, long-tenured Chairman and
CEO begins to plan for retirement, companies may
strategically approach the succession process over
time. Boards may keep the retiring CEO on as an
employee of the company, as Executive COB, for
a period of time. This period allows for a smooth
succession of responsibilities. It may also mitigate
uncertainty about new leadership. It is possible that a
Lead Director, outside Board member, or other executive
may fill the role of Executive (or Non-Executive) Chair,
yet most often the role is filled by a retiring CEO.

The background of the incumbent assuming the
COB role may create some variations to pay levels
and practices.

yy Equity awards may include a one-time grant or annual
grants, depending on the estimated timeframe of
the role. Vesting of equity awards is generally in
installments over 3 or 4 years or vesting that aligns
with the time in the role or the time that the Chair
might remain an employee of the company.
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Executive Chair Scenarios and Fact Patterns
Influencing Compensation:

award (e.g., 10-year option, 3-year performance award),
the cumulative value that the COB may receive due to
any enhancement, and potential shareholder reaction.

While pay practices vary, there are considerations to
be made as it relates to compensation based on the
expected timing that the Chairman role will exist or that
the individual incumbent will be in the role. There are
some patterns in the compensation structure if the role
is shorter or longer- term.
FACT PATTERN

PRACTICE
yy Frequently, no adjustment is made to salary or annual incentive

Short Time Period of COB
Role (1-year or less)

yy If annual equity grant date is before the transition, vesting practices are mixed (some companies allow equity to
vest according to plan, others use enhanced vesting)
yy If annual equity grant date is after the transition, companies tend to reduce (or eliminate) the equity grant

Longer Time Period of COB yy Salary and annual incentive opportunity may be reduced
Role (more than 1-year)
yy Equity may be decreased to 40% of what it was while serving as CEO
Executive COB whot is
a Founder/Significant
Shareholder
Consultant or Special /
Senior Advisor
Non-Executive COB –
Executive COB, outside
Director or New Hire
transition

yy Generally paid approximately 35% more than Executive Chairman that are not founders/significant shareholders
yy Majority of pay is in the form of cash
yy At some companies, the CEO becomes a Consultant or Advisor
yy Typically receive salary, or provided special cash stipend or 1x LTI award depending on role and duration of
assignment
yy Receive normal Board cash and equity plus additional (premium) compensation for Chair duties in cash or equity.
Amount depends on nature of role, hours worked, duration of role, and is often a multiple of the regular director
cash or equity retainer

Executive COB Role – Short Time Period (1 year or less)
When a CEO transitions to an Executive COB role, planned
for a shorter period of time, the CEO often changes roles
near the end of the fiscal year or near the annual shareholder meeting. There tends to be minimal adjustment to
the base salary or annual incentive target for this period
in the role. If the annual equity grant has not been made
for the year, companies tend to reduce the value of the
equity award and the form of the award may be modified.
Companies differ on the treatment of outstanding equity
awards. There are two potential scenarios:

Executive COB Role – Longer Time Period (Greater
than 1 year)
When the Executive COB role is expected to be greater
than one year, adjustments are made to the level of
pay and the forms of compensation used. Overall,
base salary and annual incentive targets may be 85%
to 95% of the current CEO’s pay levels. Equity may be
decreased to 40% of what it was while serving as CEO,
resulting in total direct compensation that is 65% and
75% of the compensation of the current CEO.

2. The company provides some type of “enhancedvesting” for the time that the retiring executive
serves as chairman

Equity awards tend to have time based vesting and
are commonly not tied to longer term company
performance. Vesting schedules may be modified, if
necessary, to align with the expected timeframe of
the Executive COB’s service. Companies often make
annual equity awards, yet those that have clarity around
expected timeframes may grant one-time awards
intended to cover the entire time in the role.

If the transition is made after the annual equity grant,
companies tend not to decrease the equity grant
amount in the year of the change. Companies should
consider which approach is most appropriate given the
vesting period that remains, the type of outstanding

A related benefit for CEOs in this situation may be the
continued vesting of large outstanding equity grants
that were received while serving as CEO. When award
vesting follows the normal course, shareholders and
proxy advisory services firms may view this more

1. The company may allow outstanding equity to vest
normally, according to the plan (retirement vesting if
the executive is eligible), or
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favorably than enhanced vesting arrangements that may
be provided when the CEO retires sooner.
Non-Executive COB Role
Non-Executive COBs have a smaller time commitment.
They tend not to have a specific strategic or operational
oversight role, yet they do lead the board of directors.
Non-Executive COBs often serve as the primary liaison
between the board and the CEO and provide additional
leadership and guidance. Most commonly, NonExecutive COBs participate in the regular compensation
program for the company’s outside directors and
receive a premium. When the premium is added to the
regular board compensation, median Non-Executive
COB compensation is approximately 1.6x - 1.8x the
compensation paid to regular outside directors.

General pay norms will help provide direction, but the
responsibilities, time commitment, incumbent’s tenure
with the company, ownership status, etc. should all be
factored into the compensation program provided.

CONCLUSION
Pay for Executive COBs varies a great deal and depends
on a company’s particular situation. However, when
specific situations are examined closely, patterns do
emerge. For example, our research indicates that a
COB who is a founder or significant shareholder tends
to get paid more than COBs who are not founders or
significant shareholders. We also found that exiting
CEOs who transition into a COB role for a short period
of time may frequently receive preferable equity
vesting treatment. General pay norms will help provide
direction, but the responsibilities, time commitment,
incumbent’s tenure with the company, ownership status,
etc. should all be factored into the compensation
program provided.
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CASE STUDIES
Reduced annual incentive
w/ modified LTI program;
automatic vesting of
outstanding awards

i. C hadwic k Deaton; B aker Hughes Inc orporated

As E x ec utive C hairman

As C E O
T enure
7+ yrs.

B as e

B onus

$1.28 mil

$1.56 mil
(120% bas e)

LTI
$9.29 mil

T DC
$12.11 mil

T enure
16 mos.

Exec. Chair. pay as a multiple of old CEO pay:

B as e

B onus

LTI

T DC

$750 k

$900 k

$3.65 mil

$5.30 mil

0.39x

0.44x

(120% bas e)

0.59x

0.59x

B as e

B onus

LTI

T DC

$1 mil

$1.20 mil

$6.50 mil

$8.70 mil

0.56x

0.61x

P ay of New C E O

Exec. Chair. pay as a multiple of new CEO pay:

0.75x

(120% bas e)
0.75x

Details of Trans ition


Mr. Deaton did not receive long - term awards consistent with other senior management; however, in lieu of LTI grants, all
of his outstanding restricted stock, stock options, and performance units will vest and become non-forfeitable



In addition, pursuant to his employment agreement, he received 7,500 restricted stock units valued at approximately $3.7
million which vested upon his completion of his role as executive chairman (expected to be 12+ months)

Reduced annual incentive w/ modified LTI
program; outstanding awards vest in
accordance with retirement eligible
executives

ii. Ann Mulc ahy; Xerox C orporation

As E x ec utive C hairman

As C E O
T enure
8+ yrs.

B as e

B onus

$1.32 mil

$1.98 mil
(150% bas e)

LTI
$9.20 mil

T DC
$12.50 mil

T enure
11 mos.

Exec. Chair. pay as a multiple of old CEO pay:

B as e

B onus

LTI

T DC

$1.00 mil

$1.25 mil

$4.00 mil

$6.25 mil

0.43x

0.50x

(125% bas e)
0.63x

B as e

B onus

LTI

T DC

$900k

$1.35 mill

$6.91 mil

$9.16 mil

0.58x

0.68x

`

0.76x

P ay of New C E O

Exec. Chair. pay as a multiple of new CEO pay:

1.11x

(150% bas e)
0.93x

Details of Trans ition


Mrs. Mulcahy did not receive long - term awards consistent with other senior management; however, in lieu of standard LTI,
she was granted a long - term cash award with a target value of $4 million which will be fully payable on her completion of
services as executive chairman (approximately 1 year)



Because she was retirement eligible, outstanding equity awards vested according to the Company’s retirement policy —
she was eligible for a prorated portion of his outstanding LTIP awards

Please contact us at (212) 921-9350 if you have any questions about the issues discussed above or would like to
discuss your own executive compensation issues. You can access our website at www.capartners.com for more information
on executive compensation.

